
The locus of a driver’s attention has been studied since 
the early days of the automobile (Trott, 1930, as cited in 
Goodman et al., 1997). With increasing numbers of in-
 vehicle devices and mobile connectivity, questions about 
the impact of these on driver safety are becoming increas-
ingly urgent. When a driver’s attention is focused away 
from the roadway, clearly some increase in risk is likely 
(Dingus, 2000). Current methods of analyzing the increase 
in risk are subjective and require tedious manual process-
ing for identifying where a driver may be looking while 
driving. The principal causes of traffic incidents include 
driver distractions and inattention (Stutts & Hunter, 2003; 
Sussman, Bishop, Madnick, & Walter, 1985). A distrac-
tion is defined as any compelling reason for a driver to 
divert his or her attention away from the roadway. Inatten-

tion is the result of a noncompelling attention shift, such as 
fatigue (Brown, 1997; Nilsson, Nelson, & Carlson, 1997) 
or being “lost in thought” (Wang, Knipling, & Goodman, 
1996). Many authors have investigated how distractions 
affect a driver’s behavior and the potential implications for 
roadway safety (Goodman et al., 1997; Schreiner, 2000).

The effect of distractions on roadway safety can be stud-
ied by either epidemiological or behavioral analyses. The 
focus of epidemiological studies, such as Redelmeier and 
Tibshirani (1997) and Violanti (1998), is to estimate the 
increased risk associated with different types of distract-
ing activities by examining incident data. Behavioral stud-
ies of drivers examine the impact of various distractions 
(McKnight & McKnight, 1991), hands-free cellular tele-
phones (Harbluk, Noy, & Eizenman, 2002), and cognitive 
tasks (Sodhi, Reimer, & Llamazares, 2002). McKnight 
and McKnight focused on the perceptual and cognitive 
demands of driving. In this study, a subject’s responses 
to videotaped driving scenes were used to gauge various 
levels of distraction. Harbluk et al. investigated the use of 
hands-free devices as a method for minimizing the level of 
biomechanical distraction associated with holding a cellu-
lar phone. Sodhi et al. used recorded eye positions to cat-
egorize a reduction in the standard deviation of subjects’ 
scan paths during a computational task. Although based 
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on limited populations, the studies by Harbluk et al. and 
by Sodhi et al. used eye tracking as a method of identify-
ing the focus of a driver’s attention. Although Stutts et al. 
(2003) used video recordings of the forward scene and 
the driver to identify types of distractions, the difficul-
ties of manual coding and subjective interpretation are 
evident in the results, which can be interpreted to imply 
that cell phone use is not a major safety threat. Inasmuch 
as advances in sensors and mobile data collection systems 
make it easier to conduct more comprehensive behavioral 
studies, it is clear that corresponding advances in data 
analysis methods are required.

This article presents the development of a postrecording 
data analysis support system used to enhance the versatil-
ity of assessing on-road driver behavior, based primarily on 
eye position data. Saccades, fixations, and smooth move-
ments are identified, using a set of precomputed models. 
Inferences about the interaction between the different eye 
movements and the external environment are then devel-
oped, using a combination of manual (video-based) and 
automated (model-based) analyses. An implementation of 
the system is described, and the feasibility of using this 
system to identify differences in a driver’s behavior over 
two different road types is demonstrated with an example.

Driver Distractions
The effect of driving distractions can be observed di-

rectly (by manual observers), indirectly (using automated 
data acquisition systems), or by a combination of both (Rei-
mer, 2003). Manual observation studies involve subjective 
scores of a subject’s responses to different tasks. Thus, man-
ual observation limits the range and frequency of the condi-
tions that can be assessed simultaneously to the bounds of 
human visual capacities. Indirect measurements of driving 
distraction involve condition monitoring of the subjects. 
Changes in the throttle, brake, or steering wheel position 
are simultaneously recorded as an indication of how a driver 
reacts to changes in the roadway’s characteristics. For gain-
ing insight into driving performance, biometrics typically 
monitored include heart rate, blood pressure, grip tightness, 
skin conductance, and eye movements. Whereas biometrics 
such as heart rate, electrocardiogram, blood pressure, and 
grip tightness may be recorded to indicate changes in a driv-
er’s stress level, eye tracking may be used individually or in 
conjunction with other data acquisition systems to measure 
how subjects focus their attention.

Although indirect monitoring requires additional pro-
cessing to link the data to the subject’s behavior, these 
systems provide the ability to capture fast and subtle 
changes that cannot be captured by manual observa-
tion. In the past, behavioral studies have commonly used 
combinations of manual, vehicular, cognitive, and bio-
logical measures to infer a driver’s state (Healey, Seger, 
& Picard, 1999; McKnight & McKnight, 1991; Mourant 
& Rockwell, 1972; Nunes & Recarte, 2002; Summala, 
Nieminen, & Punto, 1996). More recent research, how-
ever, has successfully relied on eye movements alone to 
monitor and predict driver performance (Chapman & 
Underwood, 1999; Harbluk et al., 2002; Liu, 1998; Liu 

& Salvucci, 2001; Sodhi et al., 2002). Chiang, Brooks, 
and Weir (2004) used a combination of eye movements 
and basic vehicular performance as a method of categoriz-
ing driver performance. Studies such as this, combining 
eye movement analysis and vehicular performance, are 
likely to become more popular as it becomes easier and 
more affordable to integrate eye-tracking technology into 
the vehicle. Correspondingly, methods of analyzing eye 
movements need to be developed that reduce the time re-
quirements of current systems.

Eye Movements and Attention
The link between eye movements and driver attention 

has been examined in several studies. The premotor the-
ory provides evidence for the most direct link between eye 
movements and attention by suggesting “that overt orient-
ing through eye movements and covert orienting through 
attentional movements are controlled by closely related 
mechanisms and that eye movements normally follow at-
tentional movements” (Palmer, 1999, p. 569). The premo-
tor theory is further supported by the sequential attention 
model, which specifies that attention is “directed to the 
specific location toward which the eyes will move prior 
to a saccadic eye movement” (Henderson, 1993, p. 43). 
Breitmeyer and Braun (1990) further clarified the relation 
by showing that saccadic movements lag attention shifts 
by about 100 msec. This model relating eye movements 
to shifts in attention is limited in one way, since atten-
tion can be redirected to a new location but the pursuing 
preprogrammed saccade can be canceled before the onset 
of motion (Liversedge & Findlay, 2000). Other studies 
(Chapman & Underwood, 1999; Land & Horwood, 1996; 
Liu & Salvucci, 2001; Underwood, Chapman, Crundall, 
Cooper, & Wallen, 1999) also have reported evidence of 
the link between driver attention and eye positions and 
movements. Despite this, eye movement studies are con-
ducted largely under controlled conditions in which extra-
neous infrared sources, such as the sun, do not exist.

Eye Movement Identification  
in a Dynamic Environment

Recorded eye positions form a picture of a subject’s 
scan path (Buswell, 1935; Noton & Stark, 1971; Yarbus, 
1967). Traditional methods of analyzing eye movements 
recorded in a stationary visual environment focus largely 
on separating fixations from saccades and smooth move-
ments, using point-to-point velocities, aggregation of 
consecutive points, and digital filtering (Salvucci, 1999; 
Salvucci & Anderson, 2001). In a dynamic environment, 
however, saccades and smooth movements provide addi-
tional information about a subject’s scan path. Noise, head 
movements, and other recording errors make it difficult to 
locate individual eye movements exactly. To estimate the 
location of a subject’s visual attention with greater preci-
sion, it is necessary to resolve the components of the scan 
path. For this, a method of dampening the recorded eye 
positions and identifying eye movements is required.

Commercial eye-tracking systems reduce the reported 
noise by computing the subject’s point of regard (POR) as 
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a running average of the eye’s position over a predefined 
number of samples. Large fluctuations inconsistent with 
surrounding data are often dropped through a process largely 
unknown to the user. Thus, the POR is less dependent on 
slight fluctuations in the eye’s position that may result from 
physiological nystagmus, sudden tremors in the eye, miss-
ing samples, or false samples of the pupil or corneal reflec-
tion from a secondary infrared source—that is, sunlight. As 
a secondary result of this averaging, saccades and smooth 
movements appear delayed from their actual position in 
time. Furthermore, the start and end of fixations are also 
averaged with surrounding movements. Although dampen-
ing causes discrepancies between raw eye positions and the 
calculated POR, without some averaging, fluctuations in the 
POR, visible in the scene video and data recording, would be 
too large to be useful in identifying an object of focus.

Therefore, the interpretation of a subject’s scan path 
through the POR inherently overlooks small details present 
in the raw eye positions. As we begin to further understand 
the perception of visual information during saccadic move-
ments (García-Pérez & Peli, 2001), the raw eye positions are 
critical for understanding details about the gaze trajectory. 

Thus, a subject’s scan path (Noton & Stark, 1971) is best 
characterized through the most detailed pattern of viewing 
discernible. An example below will illustrate the difference 
between raw eye positions, interpreted through the centroid 
of the pupil minus the centroid of the corneal reflection of 
the eye camera (P  CR) and the POR calculated on the 
basis of a running average of coordinates in the scene cam-
era. In Figure 1, eye positions, represented as P  CR errors 
and the horizontal and vertical components of the POR, are 
plotted against time. The dampening and displacement of 
the POR signal with respect to the eye position, represented 
through the P  CR error, are clearly evident. Therefore, as 
compared with eye movements classified through P  CR 
errors, transitions between eye movements classified on the 
basis of the POR are harder to differentiate. The construct 
of these differences will be discussed later.

Summarizing Subjects’ Visual Behavior
Consider the scene image in Figure 2, where the POR, 

indicated by the crosshairs, shows that the subject’s POR 
is fixed on a region down the center of the roadway. What 
the image does not show, and this becomes apparent 
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Figure 1. A subject’s gaze path, horizontal (A) and vertical (B) dimensions, represented as the pupil minus corneal reflection error 
(P  CR) and point of regard (POR).
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in later frames, is that cars appear parked in driveways 
near the road and an oncoming vehicle is approaching. 
Therefore, from this image alone, it is difficult to identify 
whether the subject’s visual attention is focused down the 
road, unaffected by the oncoming vehicle. A comparison 
of the POR with subsequent frames provides more infor-
mation: If a shift in attention to the oncoming car occurs, it 
would suggest that during the fixation before the shift, the 
subject was not monitoring the oncoming car at the center 
of the visual field. In more complex scenes, road signs, 
multiple oncoming vehicles, lead vehicles, objects on the 
side of the road, or devices inside the vehicle all compete 
for a subject’s attention. These objects and devices may 
require short glances from the driver. One of the goals 
in identifying driver behavior patterns is to identify the 
subtasks that join together to make up the driving task, 
with the classification of subtasks largely dependent on 
the type of comparison that will result. A preclassifica-
tion of complex tasks into different additive steps, similar 
to a GOMS analysis (Card, Moran, & Newell, 1983), can 
greatly facilitate this analysis. Since different tasks can be 
decomposed into different combinations of similar sub-
tasks (Kieras, Wood, Abotel, & Hornof, 1995), behavior 
recognition relies on a multilevel model that reduces a 
problem into subproblems (task sets) and actions.

In any visually oriented search task, the process of solv-
ing and analyzing a problem will be composed of saccades 
that correlate with attention shifts and fixations/smooth 
movements that relate to the locus of perception. In a 
dynamic environment, fixations and smooth movements 
relate to the motion of information being perceived over 
different regions of the scan path. Thus, as an indication 
of a solution methodology during a visually oriented task, 
two methods of comparing different patterns of eye move-
ments are possible. In the first method, inferences of driver 
behavior are correlated with measurable effects, such as 
the number of glances to a target or mean glance time, 
whereas the second method uses hidden Markov models 
(HMMs), a statistical model that assumes a hidden pro-

cess that generates observed behavior (Rabiner & Juang, 
1986), to identify significant parameters, in addition to 
basic measurable effects associated with the eye move-
ment patterns. In addition to computing basic summary 
statistics, an HMM can be used to infer the probability of 
future states (Rabiner & Juang, 1986).

This article presents a novel method of filtering recorded 
eye positions and identifying eye movements. An overview 
of the semiautomated eye movement analysis (SEMA) sys-
tem is provided in Figure 3. The algorithm is separated into 
three distinct steps, each encompassing distinct features 
often found individually in other methods of eye movement 
analysis. The proposed combination of methods presented 
in this article appears to be the first documented single mul-
tipass system that combines multiple methods of eye move-
ment analysis. In Stage 1 (damping), recorded eye positions 
are cleaned to remove noise in the data recording. Stage 2 
(eye movement identification) uses two thresholds and four 
duration minimums to automatically identify fixations, sac-
cades, and smooth movements from the recorded eye posi-
tions. In the final stage (behavior recognition), a scene video 
is used to systematically evaluate each identified movement 
and to assign an associated corresponding behavior to the 
eye movement pattern. In summary, the model categorizes 
potential eye movements directly from raw eye positions. 
Information from the dynamic environment (scene video) 
is then used at discrete points to evaluate potential move-
ments and to classify the allocation of visual attention to 
different stationary and moving stimuli.

METHOD

Filtering Recorded Eye Positions
Eye position data records are affected by three sources of 

error: falsely recorded positions, blinks, and missing data. 
The rate at which each type of error occurs is influenced by 
several factors, including the anatomy of the subject’s eye, 
facial anatomy, the amount of extraneous infrared light, 
and the design of the eye-tracking equipment. In subjects 

Figure 2. A frame of the scene video, recorded from the driver’s 
 perspective.
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with large eyelashes or small gaps between eyelids, the 
corneal reflection and/or pupil can be obscured from view 
during larger degree movements. This is most evident in 
bright environments where, as a secondary response, sub-
jects with sensitive eyes often squint to reduce the amount 
of light entering the eye. Thus, eye movement studies in 
outdoor environments often have a significantly higher rate 
of missing samples, in comparison with laboratory condi-
tions. Although the rate of missing samples can be reduced 
by careful subject selection and experimental controls, in 
many experimental scenarios, subjects and environments 
are difficult to select without introducing bias.

In outdoor environments, false positions are most often 
recorded as the result of extraneous high-intensity infrared 
light reflections. This reflection introduces error through a 
false corneal reflection. Another error usually associated 
with dark pupil eyetrackers occurs when the area around 
the eye appears darker than the pupil in the illuminated 
image. This is caused by a change in the brightness of am-
bient conditions that changes threshold levels for the eye 
image. Small errors in corneal reflections are difficult to 
detect, whereas large errors in pupil positions and corneal 
reflections away from the eyetracker’s infrared illumina-
tor, such as positions not on the surface of the eye, are 
easier to identify.

Two methods of identifying false eye positions have 
been considered. The first method finds false eye posi-
tions that, based on an incorrectly identified pupil or cor-
neal reflection, are theoretically beyond the range of the 
eye camera. The second method identifies false eye posi-
tions that do not match interpolated values.

Blink errors are associated with the eye’s being partially 
open or closed. Obviously, when the eye is closed, the 
eyetracker should not report a pupil or corneal reflection. 
False positions, however, are often recorded as reflections 
off the eyelids or the eye socket. False corneal reflections 
and/or pupil positions are also recorded when the eye is 
partially closed.

Errors due to missing data occur when either the corneal 
reflection or the pupil moves out of the range of the eye 
camera. The situation often occurs with saccadic move-
ments to a short fixation on a peripheral stimulus. The off-
axis movements are often brief and, therefore, not fully 
followed by a head movement to recenter the eye within 
the tracking range. Unlike blink errors, the saccadic move-
ments in and out of the feasible region are easily mistak-
able for the eye’s opening and closing. However, unlike 
blink errors, they are valid samples that may provide some 
information about the fixation points. Although blink er-
rors result in a set of false position records, culminating 
in a period during which the eye is noted as being shut, 
missing data occur as false recordings (outliers) embed-
ded in a set of feasible measurements. Thus, blink errors 
and missing data points can be easily misidentified, but 
they are important to distinguish for inference purposes.

To label samples that may be a result of one or more types 
of recording errors, a four-step filter-and-interpolation al-
gorithm has been developed. This algorithm isolates sam-
ples that have a high probability of being false positions. 
Changes in the horizontal and vertical P  CR error are 
used as an indicator of a false eye position. Eye positions 
are categorized by the maximum displacement between 
time t and time t 1 or t 1. Samples with a displacement 
faster than a saccade (900º/sec) are considered defective. 
For positions where t 1 or t 1 are not present in the data 
set, recording errors surrounding blinks and missing data 
are labeled defective. Extraneous samples unconnected to 
the surrounding scan path are labeled defective. Finally, 
linear interpolation is used to validate data over small 
ranges of missing eye positions.

The filtering algorithm uses 10 parameters, subdivided 
into three categories. System-dependent parameters relate 
to characteristics of the eye-tracking equipment. Theoreti-
cal parameters are based on assumed properties of eye 
movements, and subjective parameters are used to allow 
interactive control by the user. A complete list of parame-
ters is detailed in Table 1. For most common head-mounted 
eye-tracking systems, the system-dependent parameters 
can easily be identified from the eye camera’s specifica-
tions and recording software. However, for some systems, 
the eye camera’s aspect ratio, rel, needs to be calculated. All 
applications of the eye movement identification algorithm 
must account for the variability of the eye camera’s posi-
tion in relation to the eye. The process of calculating the 
number of pixels in the eye camera that relate to a degree 
of movement in the visual field, ppd, is often implemented 
through the analysis of subjects’ fixation patterns recorded 
during their performance of tasks constrained within 
known visual angles—that is, calibration points (Reimer, 
2003). With experiments completed in situ, recording er-
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Figure 3. Overview of data flow through the eye position filter, 
eye movement identification, and behavior recognition algorithms. 
SEMA, semiautomated eye movement analysis.
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rors can largely influence data. Subjective filtering param-
eters provide user control over the level of accuracy with 
which the model assumes data are recorded.

The first subjective parameter, ming, requires that a 
minimum number of contiguous good samples be pres-
ent in the data set. Therefore, short extraneous samples 
unconnected to surrounding movements, which usually 
represent false eye positions and blink errors, are filtered 
from the data set. The value of this parameter often ranges 
from the minimum length of a saccade to that of a fixa-
tion, with the latter chosen in applications in which less 
secondary, manual correction is desired at the expense 
of failing to identify potential saccades. The number of 
samples marked for removal from the start and end of each 
data set, widen, provides a user with a method of eliminat-
ing false eye positions recorded as the subject blinks or as 
the eye moves in and out of the eyetracker’s range. With 
eye-tracking systems recording at higher sampling rates, 
lower values of widen are more applicable. With the tested 
240-Hz system, values greater than one are rarely con-
sidered. Finally, the maximum number of samples filled 
through interpolation, maxi, provides the user with some 
method of validating data over small missing segments. 
Unlike the previous parameters, maxi is best considered 
in relation to the overall accuracy of the identified eye 
movements; larger values presume a linear fit between 
adjacent points and require a higher degree of secondary 
verification to distinguish a smooth movement from a sac-
cade and a fixation. Therefore, in most applications, maxi 
is limited to a few samples less than the minimum length 
of a saccade.

Eye Movement Identification
Recorded eye positions are a discrete sample of a sub-

ject’s eye movements that form the scan path (Buswell, 

1935; Noton & Stark, 1971; Yarbus, 1967). One of the 
commonly used methods of analyzing eye position data 
is fixation identification, in which a subject’s scan path is 
summarized by a series of fixations and intermediate peri-
ods (Salvucci, 1999). This is problematic, however, when 
the environment is dynamic. The analysis assumes (in-
correctly) that fixations represent the only periods during 
which visual information is perceived (Salvucci, 1999). In 
a dynamic environment, subjects may also perceive infor-
mation during smooth movements and, possibly, saccades 
(García-Pérez & Peli, 2001). Thus, fixation identification 
is, at best, a special case of eye movement identification. 
Furthermore, in experiments with unrestricted head move-
ments, a scene video provides an indirect link between a 
set of recorded eye positions and the location of objects 
in the scene.

To identify the features of a subject’s scan path with 
greater time resolution, an eye movement identification al-
gorithm is proposed that combines two features previously 
used independently for automated fixation identification: 
point-to-point velocity and dwell time with manual video 
analysis. The analysis seeks to maximize the time domain 
accuracy of the identified eye movements by using raw, 
unaveraged, P  CR data for tracking eye position. Every 
sample is first validated by attempting a label assignment. 
If the probability of association of a label with the point is 
low, it is deemed unclassifiable or an error. In the analysis, 
unclassifiable points include positions identified as errors 
during the process of filtering and positions that fail to 
be classified as eye movements. A complete representa-
tion of a subject’s scan path results with the labeling of 
unclassifiable eye positions: those that represent periods 
in which visual perception did not occur—that is, the eye 
was closed—or periods in which eye positions could not 
be associated with an eye movement.

Table 1 
Parameters of the Eye Position Filtering Algorithm,  

Including Categories and Descriptions

Category  Parameter  Description

System maxh The maximum feasible horizontal P  CR error that is within 
the range of the eye camera

maxv Same as maxh, except for the vertical dimension (note that the 
horizontal and vertical coordinates are not equidistant)

ppd The calculated number of pixels in the eyetracker’s coordinate
system that approximates 1º of movement (note that this 
parameter is subject dependent)

rate The eyetracker’s sampling rate (fixed by equipment)

rel The relationship between horizontal and vertical dimensions
of each pixel in the eye camera (fixed by equipment)

runa The number of samples averaged to form a point-of-regard
measurement (adjustable in ISCAN’s software)

Theoretical maxc The maximum rate of change between recorded positions,
represented as the maximum rate of change during a saccade
(usually 900º/sec)

Subjective ming The minimum number of consecutive good samples

maxi The maximum number of missing samples that can be filled 
through interpolation

widen The number of samples, before and after each set of missing
    data, that should be deleted
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As a precomputation to manual video analysis, an au-
tomated eye movement identification algorithm places a 
preliminary assignment to each eye movement recorded 
in the scanpath. Initially, the algorithm uses two veloc-
ity thresholds to differentiate fixations from saccades 
and microsaccades. Saccades are characterized first, so 
that the beginning and end of each movement, where the 
point-to-point velocity approaches that of the surrounding 
fixations and smooth movements, are correctly classified. 
Microsaccades are identified next on the basis of the ve-
locity limits, as well as the total duration of the movement. 
Subsequently, the sojourn durations in a neighborhood are 
used to separate stationary eye positions from tracking 
movements, resulting in the identification of fixations. 
Smooth movements are identified from the unlabeled po-
sitions by clustering based on durations. Finally, the re-
maining points are labeled as errors. In addition to the 
parameters ppd and rel, defined in Table 1, the eye move-
ment identification algorithm requires a set of subjective 
parameters as defined in Table 2 (Reimer, 2003).

Thresholds, defined as a fraction of a degree of vi-
sual angle, are converted to pixels through the parameter 
ppd. This confines the between-subjects variability to the 
measure ppd. Similarly, durations, defined in relation to 
a number of samples, are converted to the time domain 
through the sampling rate of the eyetracker, rate. Values 
for subjective parameters are provided in connection with 
the subsequent example; however, in a more general case, 
parameter values should be considered in relation to Type I 
and Type II errors, such as those that describe fixation and 
saccadic thresholds in Reimer (2003).

Calculating the average eye position and rate 
of change. When eye positions are tracked using raw 
P  CR errors, averaging is required to reduce variabil-
ity. Although various moving point windows can be con-
sidered, only models that encompass an equal number of 
values before and after the current position dampen the 
recorded signal without introducing a time shift (lag). A 
bidirectional average can encompass any odd number of 
points. Averages encompassing a larger number of sam-
ples reduce a model’s ability to detect a sudden change 
in eye position—that is, the start of a saccade. Likewise, 
averages computed upon a smaller number of points are 
likely to provide too little dampening—that is, fail to re-
duce fluctuations from physiological nystagmus. Thus, an 

optimal length average for eye movement identification 
is the minimum number of samples required that reduces 
fluctuations due to physiological nystagmus without over-
powering small changes in eye position. In any case, the 
number of coordinates included in any average should 
remain substantially less than the POR calculated for pre-
sentation in the scene video of commercial systems.

With most 60-Hz head-mounted eye-tracking systems, 
three-point averages are likely to be suitable for most ap-
plications. However with a 240-Hz eye-tracking system, 
a three-point average retains too much variability. There-
fore, this model, developed for a 240-Hz system, is de-
fined using five-data-point averaging: two samples imme-
diately preceding the current point, the current point, and 
two samples immediately after. Future implementations 
of the eye movement analysis algorithms, based on faster 
or slower recordings systems, are likely to readdress win-
dow size. Furthermore, to reduce the influence of missing 
and defective samples, the model excludes any calculated 
averages that would include a missing/filtered sample. The 
process of averaging data and calculating the rate of change 
has three steps. First, the average eye positions are inde-
pendently calculated in horizontal and vertical dimensions 
for a given sample. Second, maintaining the independence 
between the horizontal and the vertical dimensions, the 
displacement in rectilinear direction is computed from the 
average eye positions. Finally, these orthogonal directions 
are combined to obtain the rate-of-change vector for each 
sample, using the parameters rel and rate.

Initial threshold of eye position data. The recorded 
eye positions are classified into saccades and fixations 
by comparing the calculated rate of change for a sample 
against two thresholds. Eye positions with a rate of change 
greater than ppd/sac are considered candidates for sac-
cades, with positions exhibiting a rate of change below 
ppd/fix considered potential fixations. The thresholds sac 
and fix represent a fraction of a degree of movement per 
sample with respect to the saccadic threshold and the fixa-
tion threshold, respectively. Since the fractions fix and sac 
remain constant between subjects, intersubject variability 
is confined to ppd. Furthermore, it is possible to select the 
parameters fix and sac on the basis of the features of an 
experiment—that is, stimulus velocity and dispersion—to 
improve the separation of saccades and fixations from 
smooth movements.

Table 2 
Parameters of the Eye Movement Identification Algorithm

Parameter  Description

minf Minimum duration for a fixation (samples)

mins Minimum duration for a smooth movement (samples)

minb Minimum duration for a long saccade (samples)

minl Minimum duration for a short saccade (samples)

sac Minimum rate of change for samples to be considered as a potential 
component of a saccade (fraction of a degree of visual angle)

fix The maximum rate of change for a position to be considered as a potential 
  component of a fixation (fraction of a degree of visual angle)
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Eye movement composition: Identifying fixations 
and saccades. Using the labeled eye position data, dura-
tion minimums are now used to compose the classified 
components into eye movements. Saccades are identified 
first, for several reasons. Since they are of shorter duration 
than fixations, errors misclassifying samples as fixations 
when they are actually saccades have a disproportional af-
fect on the saccadic durations. When a period with minb or 
more potential components of a saccade has been sequen-
tially identified, the entire subset is classified as a large 
saccade. Similarly, a microsaccade, which is a movement 
of less then 1º of visual angle (Young & Sheena, 1975), 
is identified, where the number of continuous samples is 
below minb but equal to or above minl. Samples identified 
as saccades (micro or large) are no longer considered as 
potential components of fixations, which are identified as 
a set of minf contiguous data labeled as potential fixation 
components.

Although the actual values of minb and minl may vary 
according to the desired outcome of the model, the mini-
mum duration for saccadic movements is most often con-
sidered to be 30 msec (Palmer, 1999). Microsaccades may 
be embedded in fixations to recenter the eye as it naturally 
drifts away from a point of fixation. Corrective saccades 
may occur during smooth movements or larger saccades 
to correct any over-/undershoot caused by ballistic eye 
movements. A low minimum duration, minl, may not re-
sult in the identification of corrective saccades. A driver’s 
minimum fixation duration is considered to be between 
50 and 100 msec (Recarte & Nunes, 2000; Salvucci & 
Anderson, 2001; Unema, Dornhoefer, Steudel, & Velich-
kovsky, 1999).

For in situ driving data collected using an ISCAN, Inc. 
(Burlington, MA) 240-Hz head-mounted eyetracker, a 
common starting value for fix is 2.5, and for sac 4. In such 
cases, eye position samples are identified as potential fix-
ations when the rate of change of eye positions is below 
four tenths of a degree per sample, and potential saccades 
are identified when a rate of change is determined to be 
greater than a quarter of a degree per sample. Because 
the velocity profiles of both types of movements overlap 
during the ramp-up and ramp-down periods of a saccade, 
some eye positions may be classified as both a potential 
fixation component and a potential saccade component. 
With precedence given to saccades, the eye movement 
identification algorithm assumes the latter. Comparisons 
of the classified eye movements and the scene video can 
be used to adjust the selected classification, thresholds, 
and durations and then recompute the model.

Smooth movement identification. Smooth movement 
identification uses a minimum duration, mins, for all non-
zero eye positions that remain unassigned after saccadic 
and fixation identification. The nonnull eye positions that 
remain unassigned after smooth movement identifica-
tion are first considered for membership in neighboring 
fixations. If no neighboring fixation exists, the position 
is considered unclassifiable. This second stage classifica-
tion forms the final correction for poor recordings by in-
creasing the length of fixations to accommodate samples 

that violate the fixation threshold. This assumes that the 
recording errors that surround a fixation are best repre-
sented as part of a neighboring fixation. Finally, the eye 
movement identification algorithm concludes the analysis 
by labeling all unclassifiable positions, blinks, poor re-
cordings, and samples removed through other methods of 
filtering and averaging as null movements.

When the velocity profile of a set of recorded eye posi-
tions changes repeatedly over a short duration between the 
velocities associated with a saccade and that of a fixation, 
the set of positions is best identified as a component of a 
smooth movement. No minimum duration for a smooth 
movement has been reported in the literature. The maxi-
mum velocity of smooth movements, however, has been 
shown to be approximately 100º/sec (Palmer, 1999). The 
maximum velocity overlaps with that of a saccade; thus, 
it is assumed that the maximum point-to-point velocity of 
a smooth movement will occur continuously for a number 
of samples greater than minl.

Figure 4 represents the point-to-point velocity between 
two eye position samples at time t and time t 1, with the 
center point representing the bidirectional average posi-
tion at time t 1. Thus, the variability between samples 
due to physiological nystagmus is contained within Re-
gion E. A sample is classified as a potential component of 
a fixation if it remains within Region A, the area bounded 
by Region F, the fixation threshold ( fix). Similarly, a po-
tential component of a saccade is classified if the position 
at time t falls within Region B, bounded by S, the sacca-
dic threshold (sac), and the maximum speed of a saccade, 
maxc (D). Thus, movements in Region C are classified as 

A

B

C

D

E

F

S

Figure 4. Parameters used for processing point-to-point veloc-
ity of recorded eye positions. A is the region of movement of the 
fixation, B is the extent of a saccade, and C is the overlap during 
this period. The thresholds used are fixation threshold (F), sac-
cadic threshold (S), and maximum point-to-point velocity of a 
saccade (D), and the variability caused by the physiological nys-
tagmus region is shown as E.
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potential components of both a saccade and a fixation. The 
eye movement identification algorithm classifies a fixa-
tion where the rate of change of minf or more contiguous 
samples fall within Region A. A corrective or short sac-
cade is where minl to minb contiguous samples fall within 
Region B. A large saccade (attention shift) is classified 
where minb or more samples fall within Region B. Finally, 
smooth movements are considered where mins contiguous 
samples fall between Regions A and B.

Validation of the proposed movement identifica-
tion. Given the individual differences and the variabil-
ity of recording conditions, a general method of valida-
tion is difficult and will depend on the algorithms used, 
the environment, and the test individuals. Therefore, the 
manual verification step often implemented during be-
havior recognition provides a method of verifying and 
adjusting results according to the dynamic nature of the 
environment recorded through the scene video. Two ap-
plications of increasing complexity have been provided 
in Reimer (2003) as an attempt to illustrate the proposed 
algorithms. The first experiment instructed subjects to 
follow a predefined target, so that in the absence of extra-
neous sojourns, an exact representation of the scan path 

could be reconstructed and an analysis of saccadic length 
computed. Subsequently, an experiment involving simu-
lated driving was presented to illustrate system accuracy 
under more complex laboratory conditions. The results 
indicate that under laboratory conditions, eye movement 
identification provides basic movement recognition with 
a high degree of accuracy.

An example of eye movement identification. The 
methods discussed above are used to filter a set of raw 
eye positions, as shown in Figure 5. These were recorded 
during in situ driving, using a 240-Hz head-mounted 
eyetracker manufactured by ISCAN Inc., and represent 
a variety of different eye movements. The locations of 
the start and end of each eye movement have been de-
termined by the eye movement identification algorithm 
(Figure 6). Some data errors are clearly visible in the plot 
(Figure 5). The large spikes correspond to blink errors, re-
corded when the eye appears to be closed. The filtered eye 
positions demonstrate how the algorithm removes poorly 
recorded eye positions from the data set. The average eye 
position plots (Figure 6) “smooth” fluctuations between 
samples without affecting the time of onset of different 
movements. The identified eye movements are observed 
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in reference to the scan paths from which they were classi-
fied. Included are representations of a long and a short sac-
cade, a smooth movement, a fixation, and errors or blinks. 
The difference in velocity between a smooth movement 
and a saccade are observed just after three quarters of a 
second. The high-velocity, saccadic movement appears to 
end in the horizontal dimension well before it ends in the 
vertical. The lower velocity observed in the trailing end of 
the vertical motion, characterized as a smooth movement, 
represents a subject’s tracking a vertically moving stimu-
lus. In the following section, the identified eye movements 
are manually verified, using information contained within 
the scene video and superimposed POR.

Manual video-based correction. The eye movement 
identification algorithm results in a first-pass identifica-
tion of the composition of the scan path including smooth 
movements. In the second stage, (manual) identification 
uses features in a corresponding scene recording to ver-
ify and, if necessary, reclassify the distant movements. 
The classification compares each identified eye move-
ment with the corresponding POR in the recorded scene 
video. Objects of focus and surrounding frames provide 
the final verification of the proposed analysis. Therefore, 
the differentiation of smooth movements from fixations 
involving drift is easily interpreted on the basis of an 
evaluation of a discrete number of frames from the scene 
video. The second-pass manual filter is implemented in 
parallel with behavior recognition, the manual linking of 
scan path components with task-related constructs. In fu-

ture implementations, automated processing of the scene 
video, being developed separately, will be linked with the 
eye movement identification algorithms, thereby reducing 
the number of steps currently computed manually.

Behavior Recognition
The contextual interpretation of eye movements is nec-

essary to obtain information about the effect of distrac-
tions on driving performance. Consequently, after eye 
movements have been identified, it is necessary to ex-
amine these with reference to the conditions under which 
they were generated. In addition to the eye position data, a 
second data source, the scene video, contains the dynamic 
visual field from the subject’s perspective. The duration 
and transition between different visual stimuli, as noted 
from the scene video, can enable a comparison of the be-
havior patterns between or within subjects.

In general, eye movements identified though P  CR 
errors are directly related to the POR recorded as an overlay 
in a scene video of a head-mounted eyetracker. With rapid 
shifts in the scene video’s POR, it is difficult to summarize 
a subject’s behavior visually while simultaneously viewing 
the recorded scene video at normal or slow speeds. With a 
precise synchronization between the identified eye move-
ments and the scene video through a video overlay of the 
recording time, as displayed in Figure 2, it is possible make 
inferences about a subject’s behavior by using individual 
frames of the scene video corresponding to periods sur-
rounding the start and end of each identified eye movement. 
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The finite search space, therefore, reduces manual compu-
tations from traditional frame-by-frame scene analysis.

Semiautomated Eye Movement Analysis
A semiautomated eye movement analysis (SEMA) sys-

tem (Reimer, 2003) has been developed for eye movement 
identification and behavior recognition using P  CR er-
rors. Saccades, smooth movements, fixations, and errors 
can be identified on the basis of specified parameters. The 
system integrates file handling, data/video relation, eye 
position filtering, eye movement identification, and behav-
ior recognition into one application. Given the appropriate 
theoretical, system, and subjective parameters, SEMA first 
automates the filtering and eye movement identification 
algorithms. It then provides an operator with an interface 
to assist in linking behaviors observed in the scene video 
to identified eye movements. The automation of the filter-
ing and eye movement identification algorithms offers the 
flexibility to adjust subjective parameters rapidly and to 
rerun the filtering and eye movement identification algo-
rithms. Therefore, SEMA provides a method of manually 
selecting the best filtering and identification models for 
each particular data set. SEMA outputs include the num-
ber of recorded eye positions, the number of null samples 
before filtering, and the number of null samples after fil-
tering. Similarly, the eye movement identification algo-
rithm provides a summary of the number and duration, in 
seconds, of each movement type identified, including sac-
cades, smooth movements, fixations, and nulls.

The process of linking a set of recorded data to a scene 
recording is completed through the interfaces, illustrated 
in Figures 7 and 8. The eye movement navigation inter-
face (Figure 7) assists an operator in browsing through the 
video data with tools to define, manage, and link actions 

to an active eye movement. The media player (Figure 8) 
complements the eye movement navigation interface by 
providing a utility by which to locate the first frame in the 
scene video that corresponds to the current eye movement 
displayed in the navigation interface. An operator can then 
interpret the subject’s point of focus, using the navigation 
tools in the media player to view surrounding frames of 
the scene video, and then skip to the start of the next eye 
movement.

In summary, SEMA is composed of four components: 
an eye position filtering component, a rule-based eye 
movement identification module, a scene video and data 
file relationship module, and an interactive behavior rec-
ognition tool. Behavior recognition consists of three com-
ponents: identification/verification of eye movements in 
the scene video, manual relation to behaviors, and map-
ping. In the identification stage, an operator takes a classi-
fied eye movement and locates it in the scene video, using 
the controls provided in the eye movement navigation 
interface. The media player then allows the surrounding 
periods in the scene video to be considered in the linking 
of an eye movement to a defined task set and action.

An Example
Eye positions recorded, using a 240-Hz head-mounted 

eyetracker, from a driver navigating two roadways are 
used to demonstrate the utility of SEMA. Two data sets, 
consisting of 36,043 and 35,003 eye positions, 150.18 and 
145.84 sec, were recorded, for a total of 71,046 samples. 
The first set of data was recorded on a rural road with an 
average of 3.33 oncoming cars per minute and a speed 
limit of 25 MPH. The second set of data was recorded on 
a rural road with an average of 16.66 oncoming cars per 
minute and a speed limit of 35 MPH.

Figure 7. The eye movement navigation interface.
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Summary of the analyses. Using the parameters listed 
in Table 3, the filter and eye movement identification algo-
rithms are applied to the collected data. The eye movement 
identification algorithm identified 1,368 eye movements 
(688 in Road Segment 1 and 680 in Segment 2) from the 
71,046 eye positions. The eye movements were manually 
separated into two categories: those associated with ac-
tions outside the vehicle and those associated with actions 
inside the vehicle. Not all the eye movements could be 
segregated into these categories. When the operator was 
unable to categorize a particular eye movement, it was la-
beled as an error. A finer resolution of the categories is 
summarized in Table 4. In total, the manual labeling of the 
data took approximately 3.5 h and represents a reduction 
of the analysis of 8,880 frames to 1,368 positions associ-
ated with the start of each new eye movement.

Figure 9 graphically represents the results of the analy-
sis of an arbitrary 12-sec record of the eye movements. 
Large shifts in eye position are easily identifiable in the 
figure. These shifts indicate transitions between task cat-
egories. Breaks in the scan path may be due to blinks or 
misrecorded data that are often found in scan paths re-
corded outdoors with head-mounted optics.

Comparing the data sets. Statistics for the eye move-
ments of each category were compared for the two data 
sets. This was done in order to assess differences in the 
driver’s behavior over the two segments of roadway. As 
a reminder, Segment 1 was a roadway with a speed limit 
of 25 MPH, and Segment 2 was a roadway with a speed 
limit of 35 MPH. Table 5 summarizes the components of 
the two scan paths presented in Table 4. The goal of this 
comparison was to demonstrate the utility of eye move-
ment analysis in facilitating the analysis of recorded eye 
positions.

In Table 5, 16 out of the 242 fixations are associated with 
in-vehicle tasks in Segment 1, as compared with 31 out of 
287 fixations in Segment 2. In the first segment, this trans-
lates to an average of one glance inside the vehicle every 
9.39 sec, as compared with one glance every 4.70 sec in 
the second segment. A similar comparison can be done 
for noncorrective saccades. In the first segment, there are 
86 noncorrective saccades, as compared with 159 in the 
second segment. This implies that the drivers shifted their 
attention, on average, every 1.74 sec in the first segment, 
as compared with every 0.92 sec in the second segment. 
Statistical tests on the data for quantifying the significance 
of the differences are shown in Tables 6 and 7.

Using the methods and algorithms presented in this 
article, it is also possible to compute a state transition 
matrix. This matrix represents the probability of transi-
tioning from any state to any other state. If the entire data 
record is included in the analysis, this matrix is analogous 
to the transition matrix of a Markov chain—that is, the 
sum of each row’s probabilities is unity. An illustration is 
provided in Table 8.

Discussion. From the data (Table 4) and statistics 
(Tables 6 and 7), differences in driving patterns for the 
two road segments can be determined. From Table 6, the 

Figure 8. The eye movement navigation video review interface.

Table 3 
Values Used for the Filtering and  

Eye Movement Identification Algorithms

 Parameter  Value   Parameter  Value  

maxi 5 minf 24
ming 24 mins 12
maxc 900 minb 8
ppd 10.83 minl 6
rel 1.62 sac 4
runa 10 fix 2.5

 widen  1       
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number of glances directed inside the vehicle and outside 
were significantly different at   .05 for the two road 
segments tested. The number of glances outside the ve-
hicle was larger for the road segment with a higher traffic 
density, as would be expected. Mean durations would be 
expected to account for this upward shift in the number 
of glances. In Table 7, differences in glance patterns for a 
number of tasks are compared for the two road segments. 
Of these, when driving on the higher traffic density road, 
the driver devoted more time to monitoring oncoming cars 
and to the car ahead. There is (statistically) no difference 
in the glance patterns directed toward road markings, such 
as the centerline and the right-lane marking. The differ-

ence in durations of glances directed toward the signs is 
significant at   .05, as are the durations for glances 
toward the center of the road and toward other objects.

The intent of this analysis is to illustrate the method-
ology; it does not purport to present conclusions about 
the nature of drivers’ glance patterns. The statistics shown 
above need to be supported by additional testing with a 
larger set of subjects than is shown here. Additional test-
ing is required to form general conclusions on the top-
ics discussed. Although the methods are computationally 
intensive, it is now possible to use such analyses for the 
evaluation of subjects in complex environments. The abil-
ity to compute a transition matrix can also facilitate safety 

Table 4 
Summary of the Classification of Eye Movements Into Those Related to Actions Outside the Vehicle,  

Those Related to Actions Inside the Vehicle, and Errors

Section 1 Section 2

Avg. for SD for Avg. for SD for
ID  Action  No.  Samples  Samples  %  No.  Samples  Samples  %

Actions Outside the Vehicle

 1 Fixation on sign 10 188.60 157.62 1.37 2 82.00 21.21 0.28
 2 Fixation on oncoming car 6 90.67 69.37 0.82 23 157.35 235.45 3.19
 3 Fixation on center of road 112 99.69 65.11 15.38 102 95.09 68.06 14.17
 4 Fixation on center line 15 99.00 58.00 2.06 17 101.59 58.94 2.36
 5 Fixation on right line 40 90.93 54.07 5.49 46 96.04 80.38 6.39
 6 Fixation on unknown point 24 65.17 31.25 3.30 1 39.00 0.14
 7 Fixation on other object 19 94.79 86.42 2.61 40 62.63 29.62 5.56
26 Fixation on lead car 25 69.64 33.63 3.47
 8 Saccade to inside 11 19.18 6.68 1.51 14 23.36 7.70 1.94
 9 Saccade to outside 70 8.33 3.5 9.62 134 8.67 5.01 18.61
10 Corrective saccade 165 12.20 4.55 22.66 119 7.63 2.63 16.53
11 Scanning road 13 20.15 8.09 1.79 1 15.00 0.14
12 Head movement 1 22.00 0.13 4 15.75 7.89 0.56

Actions Inside the Vehicle

13 Fixation on rear-view mirror 7 52.00 18.25 0.96 12 84.00 80.93 1.67
14 Fixation on left mirror 1 39.00 0.13 8 106.75 137.59 1.11
15 Fixation on dash 5 57.40 12.76 0.69 5 108.40 46.07 0.69
16 Fixation on other region 3 46.67 34.27 0.41 6 72.17 37.40 0.83
17 Saccade to outside 3 14.67 4.04 0.41 2 12.50 6.36 0.28
18 Saccade to inside 2 6.50 0.71 0.27 9 8.78 5.09 0.13
19 Corrective saccade 3 5.33 0.58 0.41 8 5.875 0.64 1.11
20 Head movement 5 12.80 7.22 0.69 3 17.67 2.89 0.42
27 Scanning 1 19.00 0.14

Errors

21 Possible blink 149 44.43 11.73 20.47 114 40.34 10.07 15.83
22 Recording error (unknown) 2 24 4.24 0.27 6 58.5 61.70 0.83
23 Recording error (sun) 31 98.77 111.10 4.26 4 132.50 42.47 0.56
24 Unclassifiable point 16 3.31 2.75 2.20 7 4.42 2.15 0.97
25 Part of previous movement 15 8.00 5.71 2.06 7 6.71 2.21 0.97

Note—Avg., average duration; SD, standard deviation of duration; %, percentage of total movements represented by 
each state.

Table 6 
Comparison of the Number of In-/Out-of-Vehicle Glances  

During the Two Road Segments

Fixation Saccade Total

Task Set  2  p  2  p  2  p

Outside vehicle 7.19 .007 5.74 .012  7.46 .006
Inside vehicle 5.36 .021 4.93 .026  8.28 .004

Error 20.07 .000

Note—With df  1 and   .05, 2(2)  3.841.

Table 5 
Summary of the Total Number of Classified States  

by Task Set and Type of Movement

Section 1 Section 2

Task Set  Fix.  Sac.  Tot.  Fix.  Sac.  Tot.

Outside 226 246 486 256 267 528
Inside  16   8  29  31  19  54
Error 213 138

Total  242  254  728  287  286  720
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calculations for in-car devices, on-road distractions, and 
so forth. As was stated earlier, the entire analysis took 
3.5 h of computation/analysis effort, and any subsequent 
analysis is likely to be done with less effort, which is a 
necessary support for large-scale testing with a diverse 
group of subjects and conditions.

CONCLUSION

This article has presented a method for analyzing eye 
positions recorded in a dynamic environment with a head-
mounted eyetracker. This methodology presented in this 

article clearly extends previous research in three distinct 
ways. It extends previous methods of analysis of eye 
movements, which have been based on fixation identi-
fication in a static scene, to dynamic environments. Sec-
ond, automated identification of eye movements provides 
a “key” to facilitate the systematic manual categorization 
of scene video. Finally, the publication of associated algo-
rithms provides researchers in areas outside basic oculo-
motor research with a scheme for systematically analyz-
ing eye movement data. The processing is divided into 
three stages: filtering raw eye positions, classifying eye 
movements, and mapping eye movements to hypothesized 
actions.

The unique model presented for filtering recorded eye 
positions related to poor measurements provides input to 
a first-pass model whose focus is on identifying all the 
categories of eye movements that relate to shifting and 
maintaining attention. So that an individual’s behavior 
over all periods of time is accounted for, the overall rep-
resentation of a subject’s scan path includes a classifica-
tion of all unidentifiable periods. A method systematically 
evaluating the target of focus and manually mapping each 
eye movement to a hypothesized action has been proposed 
and illustrated through a software interface, SEMA.

The models developed for eye movement identifica-
tion provide a unique and flexible methodology that can 
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Figure 9. Twelve seconds of a driver’s scan path, with the state of each eye movement and the mapped action identified.

Table 7 
Comparison of the Number of Glances Associated With  
Each In-Vehicle Task During the Two Road Segments

 Action  2  p  

Sign 6.56 .010
Oncoming car 8.50 .004
Down center of road 4.59 .032
Center line 0.00 .999
Right line 0.01 .938
Other object 5.82 .016
Lead car 23.27 .000
Unknown object 25.54 .000

Note—With df  1 and   .05, 2(2)  3.841.
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be used in identifying differences in a series of subjects’ 
behaviors. This represents the first documented model to 
address the need to gather complex eye position data from 
subjects in a dynamic environment in which unobtrusive 
methods of data recording are required. Examples of such 
environments would include drivers in their own vehicles 
interacting with various forms of technology, clinicians 
interacting with patients, and individuals involved in deci-
sion strategies in the home, at work, or at the store. Thus, 
eye movement analysis provides a key element in the fur-
ther development of more complex in situ studies.

Although SEMA provides the methodology to be used 
in developing an understanding of the differences in driv-
ers’ behaviors, the manual correction for fixation and 
smooth movement separation and for the mapping process 
is too time consuming to be generally applicable. Future 
applications focusing on the automation of scene process-
ing will reduce current time requirements and expand the 
model’s applicability to larger data sets. Furthermore, 
with the development of automated scene processing, ad-
ditional information from the scene may be considered 
in the classification of eye movements, while the manual 
requirements of eye movement analysis are decreased fur-
ther, the primary goal of the current developments. The 
resulting ability to model large data sets will allow for 
a more precise understanding of state duration and tran-
sition rates, which could form the basis for identifying 
changes in subjects’ scan paths under different levels of 
cognitive and physical load.

Obviously, additional data are required to form gen-
eral conclusions about the effect of road conditions on 
driver behavior. Yet the example provided illustrates some 
of the detailed comparisons possible through the use of 

eye movement analysis. The methodology is easily ex-
tended to studying general problems of interaction within 
static or dynamic scenes. In conclusion, this article has 
described the development of eye movement analysis and 
has provided an overview of a unique eye-movement-
based modeling as a tool that can be used to further un-
derstand detailed differences in human behavior. The de-
veloped model for eye movement identification considers 
raw eye positions as indications of a subject’s state. In the 
application being considered (driving), the information 
for objects in the scene video is not available and, thus, 
is not used during the classification. Although it may be 
possible to extract dynamic features from the scene video 
automatically with sufficiently powerful computational re-
sources, our experience is that, for now, an analysis of this 
nature is computationally intractable and best done manu-
ally. In summary, the goal of our development is to reduce 
the labor required for manual processing of eye movement 
data in the context of a dynamic scene. In the context of 
this methodology, scene information is used for behavior 
recognition and to validate identified eye movements.

LIMITATIONS

Although SEMA provides a novel approach to the iden-
tification and classification of eye movements, some obvi-
ous limitations to the proposed algorithms must be con-
sidered. First, the methodology was developed around an 
ISCAN head-mounted eyetracker. Although the algorithms 
developed should easily be extended to other eye-tracking 
systems, this has not been tested. Second, this system was 
designed for the analysis of eye position data collected 
in situ in driving studies, where extraneous infrared light 

Table 8 
Transition Matrix for Roadway Section 1 (x10 2)

  1  2  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  23  24  25  26  27

 1 10 10  80
 2 17  83
 4  2 24  5  1  62  6
 5  7 27  66
 6  8 40  44  8
 7 46  4  46  4
 8  5 26 11  58
 9 46  18 18  9  9
10 3 6 25 14 13 19 11  1   3  1  4
11 5 1 52  3 18  5  6  4  1  5
12  8  8 31  8  37  8
13 100
14 29 14  57
15 100
16 20 20 20  40
17 33  34 33
18 33  34 33
19 100
20 33 34  33
21 20 20 40 20
23  1  1  1 96 1
24 50 50
25  6  3  6 26  3 3 53
26  6  6  6 81
27      20      20   7        20                      7      19   7
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from the sun often results in high noise levels. Being the 
first documented system of this kind, no previous methods 
outside of full manual analysis exist with which to bench-
mark the results. To accommodate for varying degrees of 
noise, often observed through changes in sunlight intensity 
and individual differences, changes in subjective param-
eters are designed to facilitate a wide range of user prefer-
ences. Therefore, guidelines for parameter selection must 
be identified for individual experiments.
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